5 “MUSTS”
to change
your life
Hi, I’m Rita Hickman, the world’s only Duval Energy Healer and Body/Mind Expert…and I
help busy, smart women…fix everything that hurts…without drugs…(and heal people
they love at the same time).
I do this through my Duval Shiatsu Massage delivered through private client work and
Conversations With The Soul…so you can stop hurting and get back to life…
The 5 MUSTS To Change Your Life has been responsible for tens of thousands of pain
free mornings…hundreds of thousands of goals achieved…millions of great
relationships and tens of millions of meaningful connections…
Without them…you will waste your time staring at a computer screen…guessing how
you’re going to fix your life…and then wondering if you’ll have the energy to do it…
With them…you eliminate the guesswork and will never again waste time or money on
weird massage tools and self-help books…and get even better results from the natural
remedies you love…
Now go implement and enjoy!
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Key Elements to change your life

blood sugar
blood sugar
controls your
mood, hunger and
staying asleep

Eat high protein in
the morning…
complex carbs like
whole grain rice or
potatoes before
sleep…Avoid juice,
artificial sweeteners
and simple carbs if
you want to stay in a
positive and relaxed
state…

water
hydration controls
your energy level,
digestion and
headaches

Keep a bottle of water
next to the bed to drink
before your coffee…
Drink half a bottle
whenever you are
tired…moody…or your
body hurts…Water
flushes out negative
emotions and make
your body very
happy…

intimacy

dialogue

ritual

emotional and
physical intimacy
controls your
nervous system

dialogue controls
your brain health
and the body/mind
connection

ritual controls your
unconscious mind,
intuition and
emotional flexibility

Get regular touch with
massage or a
partner…have
dedicated time to visit
with close friends or a
professional…both
take your nervous
system out of fight or
flight so your body
can repair itself from
everyday stresses…

Encourage open
dialogue with people
who think differently
than you do...it
stimulates your neural
connections and acts
as a mirror to see
yourself
more
clearly…it gives you
clear inner vision and
stimulates change…

Regular ritual shapes
everyday reality…
choose something
comfortable and easy
so you do it often…a
shower, breathing…
choose your energetic
state…turn everyday
habits into rituals to
strengthen your inner
guidance system…

